About the IWCC World Trade Database

The IWCC produces an annual World Trade Database. The Database is an Excel report displayed as a Pivot Table which is fully searchable by country and product.

The parameters (Reporting Country, Partner Country, Flow, Product & Year) can be manipulated within the Pivot Table to show data in a variety of combinations, allowing the user to identify volumes of products imported and exported by each country. The most recent database covers the period from 2012 - 2019, allowing the user to track variations in volumes of imports and exports for individual products over time.

The products covered in the Database are:

**Copper:**
- Cathodes
- Wire Bars
- Billets
- Other refined
- Wire Rod
- Wire
- Wire Stranded
- Rods, Bars & Sections
- Plate, Sheet & Strip
- Foil Tube

**Alloy:**
- Wire
- Rods, Bars & Sections
- Plate, Sheet & Strip
- Foil
- Tube

The Database includes trade information for over 80 countries, including all of the largest economies.